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Why APIs ?

What is an APIs ?

APIs
Application
Programming
Interface
API is above all an a
interface/ a plug.
An Application Programming Interface
is a normalized interface
by which a software can communicate
and share data
with another software.

API

Example in Morocco : CMI offers online banking payment

When the payment is validated,
The API confirms to the seller’s site
the validation of payment.

API open an infinite world of resources to the developers.

Data/Services

API

Developers

Final Users

It may be anything a
company wishes to share
with others developers:
datapoints,
parts of code lines,
software, etc

It acts like a bridge
toward a server.
The developers cant
"connect » themselves
directly on the assets
shared.

They have access to data
and software of the
company via API, and can
use them for their own
programmess.

Have access to
apps that offer
An experience that is
« augmented »
by the content coming
From other apps

Why using an API ?
The protocols of
communication
are fast and effective.

Use of the data
And storage formats are
standardized.

Communities of
developers are growing inside
and outside the enterprise

HAS
IP

The collaboration between
the teams is simplified.

Access to the resources
is eased by the APIs.

A tool powerful of monetization, paramount for the companies

Free of
charge

The developer pays

The developer
is paid

Indirect
revenues

All authorized developer
may have access to API
and exploit his features. It
is the model of API of
"Facebook Connect”

The suppliers of APIs are
paid for use of their APIs.
Other models exist

The suppliers of APIs share
their income with users for
The "leads» that they bring
on their site.

Thesuppliersof APIs perceive
an indirect revenue
when their APIs is used.
S
Salesforces sell thus their APIs
based on the Software
as a Service (SaaS) model.

As the Freemium, pay-peruse, transaction charge, etc

There are

3 types of APIs.
Public

Private /
Internal

Partnerships

The goal is to open the ecosystem
to all parties in the spirit of the
open and collaborative innovation.

Addresses the need to be more
agile and to reduce the time-tomarket

They aim to create
new sources
of shared income.

The case of Amazon’s transformation though APIs

In 2002, Jeff Bezos sent out an E-mail
to all his employees : each team working
for Amazon should from now on interact to
services website.
Each team had to decouple and define the
available resources to make them available
through an API.

Increased operational efﬁciency internally
gave birth to Amazon Web Services, many
of whose publicly exposed tools were
already in use within the company.

8 years later, AWS represented 57% of the business revenues from Amazon with an
annual growth of 30% in 2020.
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The strategy of APIsation of
Portnet

The digitalization of international trade

Authority Port.

Export

Import

Authority Port.
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Exportateur

Transport

Handler
operators

Handler
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Customs
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Carrier
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The actors of international trade started with their own digitalization.
Quasi all of them where equipped with internal information
systems
The question was: How to unify these information systems or
allow them to communicate?
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The imperative of APIzation
Portnet

APIs
For you
For the others

For all

First of all for Portnet, in order to launch newlarge scale services

APIze for Portnet

Going away from the
monolith...

API

Implementing Web APIs
will make it possible to gradually
abandon the monolithic architecture.
Each service will be able to evolve independently.

For you

… to rapidly launch new services
The APIzation of unitary services makes also
possible the simple creation of new career paths
both internally and external (its ecosystem).
Decorrelating each service opens the possibility of
calling for solutions external on certain perimeters,
therefore to enrich its offer.

For the others

For all

e.g. the decommissioning of a monolith by
gradually softening it, is a strategy used by many
companies (ADEO, Engie, etc.)

ex: Integration of payment solutions external APIser
for Portnet

Inpassingby theothers, foracceleratethedigitalizationofI'ecosystem.
APIze for the others

HAS
PI

Adoption of standardized
technologies…

… to have a local digital
ecosystem emerge….

…. and facilitate the
development of new
services.

To open the Portnet IS it must comply
with standard technology.

Allowing local entrepreneurs to
create new solutions based on new
client experiences

Finally, APIser will facilitate the
setting up new features, new uses
and news interfaces by composing
services between them or
consuming new external services.

ex: Uber APIs are integrated into
Google Maps or Citymapper to be
able to order a VTC from other apps

e.g. setting up one-click shopping
on e-commerce sites

For you
For the others

Streamlined technology and exchange
protocols have been adopted to
facilitate exchange around Portnet

For all

Simplified interactions, and dropping off
of ad hoc projects.
ex: Portnet currently has 4 to 5 exchange
protocols and different formats,
sometimes with the same partner

Finally for all, in order to advocate for the transition towards a digitally
integrated international trade.

APIze for all

API

To propose expertise in highlevel fora….

...and to access more easily
technical resources.

Be a leader in the implementation of APIs

..and easier access to technical resources.

And recognized by the the sector

It is easier to find developers to traing them
or mobilize them,

to be able to advocate its standards in the IPCSA or with
the national digital agency (ADD)

at Portnet or at its partners.

For you
For the others

For all

Example:
In view of facilitating the future interoperability of the platform

Ex: most job offers of developers mentions
the “API development”

Example of APIs for the case of
PORTNET

The best global ports global have taken a decisive turn: NxtPort

NxtPort:
A very popular APIs marketplace well thought of:
● A filtering system
● Readable statutes
● APIs sold and presented as services, with very
complete sheets and call to clear actions

